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Romulus Linney, celebrated this year 

by Profile Theatre Project, may be 

the best American play,vright 

nobody knows 
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Romulus Linney: 

"Writing a play 

is not an 

intellectual 

exercise. 

It has to come 

out of the 

subconscious 

somewhere." 

right behind the scenes 

Ted Roisum 

(left)and 

Michael 

Mendelson 

rehearse 

Romulus 

Linney's 

new play, 

"Klonsky and 

Schwartz," 

which Linney 

co-directed. 
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By MICHAEL McGREGOR 
SPECJAL TO THE O!Ll!GONJAN 

Romulus Linney stood by an open black curtain 
watching the Profile Theatre audience mingle, It was 
Nov. 9, the 65th anniversary of Kristallnacht, and the 
people around him had just seen ''2," his play that por 
trayed Hilter's second-in-command, Hermann Goer
ing, as disturbingly human. In a few minutes theywould 
Listen to him discuss it with a panel of experts. But no 
one approached him. 

No one seemed to know who he was. 

Undisturbed, Linney kept his hands in bis pockets 
and waited.After more than SO years in d1e theateras an 
actor, a director and perhaps the most respected living 
American playwright that. few have heaxd of, he has 
learned to be patient. The play's the thing, Shakespeare 
wrote, and Linney has come to trust his plays to speak 
forthemselve,;. 

As he sac on the stage that November day, Linney 
listened quietly to the gathered experts -among them a 
rabbL a profossorand a Holocaust survivor-until some
one suggested GoeLing was less a human than a monster. 

Then he struck. 
"We ny to clear our conscience by making someone 

like Goering a demon," he countered, displaying both 
the dr::ep thought and feeling behind his work and what 
he calls his "disputatious" side. "We try to explain him 
away. But there are no explanations for the evil that lives 
within us." 

What had been a careful conversation all}ong polite 
panelists shifted swiftly, surprisingly, into something 
mo1e: the essence of drama, what he calls "a flesh-and
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